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Now to me, the only surprising I went with a friend, and associate in
Jan. 27. American partisanship on thing about the present agitation for
hours, very little time remains for
a venture now past. The ceremonies
the Ruhr question was denounced by
lsl
the student body as a whole, and par- Senator Reed of Pennsylvania in an- decency at graduation time is that It made a deep impression upon him, as
ticularly those members of it who be- Iswer to the plea for Germany of Sen- has not occurred before. Why does upon me, and during the reading of
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sweet tooth and
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missionary work save cry that sometired
when
in
paragraph
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M. I. T. in [the athletic world. Wheth- signatory powers of the 1899 Hague
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accorded the crew by those who only ing greater cooperation
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Jan. 27. A bill has been passed by
It is deceitful and tin cans, but their beauty well disCrew is a sport which demands a iI the Senate ratifying the agreement to his admission.
fraudulent to preach that one may guises this. If our education is foundlarge number of candidates; eighteen purchase the Cape Cod Canal by the legitimately appear superior, not by ed upon the principles of the plumbmen, numerically sufficient for two Federal Government for $11,500,000. the complex and difficult process of ing trade, let us admit it freely by
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complete crews are far from sufficient The bill, which is now before the actually being so, but by the simple abandoning altogether such symbols
House is expected to promote coastfor ,twogood crews. Consequently, to wise transportation by lowering toll device of rogues and scoundrels, of ap- of the collegiate life as fraternities.
pearing so. Once it was the proud Alma Mater songs, cooperative stores,
attract as many candidates as possi- rates.
boast of Technology that her engin(Continued on Page 3)
ble, the management has organized a
---Jan. 27. The final plan arrived at eers were honorable above all things.
-----boat club, membership in which is by the British and American debt com- Now, evidently, that boast is to be
open to all men who have paid their missions in their recent conference changed. They are to be, first of all.
has just been made public. The plan different.
student tax and an additional nominal calls for payments lasting over a
I submit that there is a limit beyond
fee to cover damage to shells caused pelriod of 62 years, with interest for which differentness should not go. An
by those who are curious to learn the first 10 years at three percent, engineer too passionate in his desire
whether it is really as easy as they, and three and one-half percent there- for individuality is apt to span a
after. Interest up to the time when
-have been told to put their feet Ithe plan becomes effective would be chasm or tunnel the earth in a manwhich will cause much time to
through the bottom. By this expe- at four and one-half percent. If the ner
elapse before he gets another job. All
dient, it is hoped to uncover many plan is accepted by the British gov- good engineers are rather slavish in
potential varsity candidates who have ernment, it will be placed before Coia- the manner in which they follow the
gress for approval.
precedents of beam design. I do not
been hiding their light under a book.
Jan. 27. Eight
guardsmen see why, if wve begin to observe a
The question of equipment is vital. of Fitchburg and national
Leominster were hitherto neglected propriety, we are
To correct an erroneous impression-- jailed today as a result of their con- going to sink into mediocrity.
the number of shells does not deter- viction by court-martial for failure to
Listen, too, to Mr. Ward while he
mine the number of candidates which attend drill. Their arrest is the first speaks of the "grim impressive ausmove in a statewide campaign to pro- terity" of our graduation exercises.
can be taken care of; rather does the imnote discipline
in the militia. The The present Class C high school cerenumber of candidates determine the isentences are in most cases four mony, held upon a dingy campus, and
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shells which shall be provided for days.
attended by the graduates in their
II Jan. 27. The Laussane Conference Kampus Kut spring suits and scuffled
them.
shoes is grim, perhaps, but it is
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And so the question of equipment i today conceded the right of Turkey tan
impressive and it is not austere,
I
to do as she wished in the matter of not
as well as of the success of the crew 1,
concession in Turkey in the payment When Mr. Ward says Impressively
itself returns to the one determining of reparations. A protocol issued to Austere, he means Unforgettably Ugly.
factor-student interest. Mr. Stevens, Turkey by the allies demanding that The impressive bad taste of these
Ottoman nation ask the advice II
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Is what every ambitious senior is
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thinking about at the present time.
Life insurance is one of the best, one
of the most desirable, and one of the
most satisfactory as a permanent
calling.
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In assets and volume of business,
life insurance is one of the three lead-/
ing businesses of this country, yet the
field is comparatively under-developed.
Only 7 per cent of the economic value
of human life in the United States is
covered by insurance. This gives an
idea of the big field still to be worked,
especially business insurance for firms
and corporations.

ation. If you are ambitious and will-
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to know about life insurance, address
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As to remuneration: Reports of
college graduates who have entered
business indicate that life insurance is
at the very top as a source of income.
Now is the time for you to consider
what you are going to do after gradu-
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